Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Summary:  The staff of Kootenai Station is on a covert mission to planet RJX-4.  The away team is currently in a bit of trouble..>

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<----------  Resume Mission - 9910.27  ---------->

Host CO_Reval says:
OPS: Enter one of the codes from the padd

EO_Tellak says:
CO: Don't you understand?!

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The Romulan numbers continue to count down.

XO_Cain says:
::on bridge of Cutlass::

EO_Tellak says:
CO: We don't have the code!

OPS_Kerst says:
::franticly seaches through Romulan  fo rcode::

EO_Tellak says:
::runs to the computer and furiously taps away looking for some way to bypass::

OPS_Kerst says:
::enters code from PADD into computer::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The numbers stop counting.

CSOKroven says:
::would it be located in one tricorder, searches through::  CO: we could unplug it

Querl says:
::stands vehind XO::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: got it

Querl says:
<behind>

EO_Tellak says:
CO: Or not

CNS_Teaa says:
::Holds tricorder, scanning computers, again:

Host CO_Reval says:
:sighs in relief::

CEO_Soral says:
::lets out the breath she was holding::

T`keer says:
@::on the bridge, standing right in front of the command chair::

OPS_Kerst says:
::COntiues to use computer to scan base::

EO_Tellak says:
::goes under the computer and removes a panel::

CSOKroven says:
::lets out stress, too close::

EO_Tellak says:
CO: I'll make sure THAT doesn't happen again

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The Engineer gets a little shock.

Host CO_Reval says:
EO: Put that back.  We don't want to leave too many indications that we were here

FCOTorvec says:
::At the door, scanning the outer perimeter::

CSOKroven says:
::tries to detect any other presences::

OPS_Kerst says:
EO: careful down there, we don't know hoew they wired it.

EO_Tellak says:
CO/OPS: If I do it right I don't think anyone will know

EO_Tellak says:
::gets out:: CO/OPS: But that would involve blowing this room up

Host CO_Reval says:
EO: Do it, Ensign

OPS_Kerst says:
::Contiues to try to find out where evryone is at::

EO_Tellak says:
CO: Aye sir

CSOKroven says:
::either the EO will be successful, or be BBQed::

EO_Tellak says:
::gets back under:: ALL: I suggest you guys get out of here

CEO_Soral says:
::looks quickly to the CO::

OPS_Kerst says:
EO: wait, lets see if we can use the scaners here to find them...

EO_Tellak says:
OPS: Go ahead

OPS_Kerst says:
::uses scanners in base to scan base::

EO_Tellak says:
CO: I think we should wait until we can upload some information into our computer before we blow up this room

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  Scanners seem to be disabled.

Host CO_Reval says:
EO: Who wanted to blow up the room?

CSOKroven says:
::checks disruptor and sets to high stun::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Blowing up this room will definetly let them know were here.

EO_Tellak says:
CO: I told you what it would do

EO_Tellak says:
CO: Then you said to do it

Host CO_Reval says:
EO: I said to put the panel back in the computer

CSOKroven says:
::looks at insubordinate EO::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: the scanners appear to be off-line, checking the comm system now.

Host CO_Reval says:
EO: Perhaps if you put the computer back together, it will be functional again

EO_Tellak says:
CO: I didn't do anything to it yet

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: I feel so useless.. isn't there something more we could be doing, sir?

EO_Tellak says:
CO: Just open up the panel

EO_Tellak says:
::puts the panel back::

CSOKroven says:
EO: could we be able to use tricorders to interface with the computer and download its memories?

EO_Tellak says:
CSO: I think so

T`keer says:
@CTO: If you desire something to do, perhaps you could give me a status report on the cloaking device.

CEO_Soral says:
::wonders when her assistance will be required::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: it looks like the base in on emergency power, if we find the generators we might get the scanners back.

SO-Talac says:
@XO: I could try a localized scan to see if we can get a transporter lock back/

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  That's how these missions go, we sit and wait.  Just keep an eye out for any trouble.

EO_Tellak says:
::gets up and checks on the PADD that some of the information was downloaded on::

CNS_Teaa says:
CO: should'nt we be continually scanning the area for other romulans that may have been alerted by the  alarm?

Host CO_Reval says:
CNS: Good idea.  Do it

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  Do what you can, but be extremely careful so were not detected.

CTO_Krez says:
@T'Keer: Aye....... "sir" ::turns to XO::  XO: If you concur, sir?

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Do you're scans give any indication of generators?

CNS_Teaa says:
CO: Aye, sir.:

CSOKroven says:
CO: I am currently checking for any presences, if I detect any I'll inform you

EO_Tellak says:
CO: Are you busy now sir?

FCOTorvec says:
CNS:  I've been scanning the entrance way for Romulans all along.

CEO_Soral says:
::does a passive scan of the room to see if there is anything that might be helpful::

T`keer says:
@::raises an eyebrow at the CTO's need to get permission for a simple report::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  ::nods::

OPS_Kerst says:
EO: why don't you see if that door leads to the generator room?

CSOKroven says:
::walks around the room looking in open boxes for anything, and scanning::

Host CO_Reval says:
OPS/EO: Belay that...

CNS_Teaa says:
FCO:  What about other that may be in the so-called empty room  we saw?:

EO_Tellak says:
OPS: I don't want to get messed up for protocol again, I'll wait for the captain

SO-Talac says:
::starts programing the scanners to scan for AT masking the scan signal with a lowlevel magnetic stream::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: sir...

CNS_Teaa says:
FCO: should we check them out?:

CTO_Krez says:
::head into TL:: TL Main Engineering

Host CO_Reval says:
CEO/OPS: Come with me  ::heads for the stairs::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Follows::

FCOTorvec says:
CNS:  Probably a good idea.

Host CO_Reval says:
Everyone else: Stay alert, keep scanning

OPS_Kerst says:
::draws disprutor::

EO_Tellak says:
::sighs and walks to a console and tries to look fro anymore information::

CSOKroven says:
::walks to entrance door and closes, we don't need any uninvited guests::

CTO_Krez says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering and checks on the Cloaking Device::

CEO_Soral says:
::follows, disruptor in hand::

Host CO_Reval says:
::goes down the stairs::

OPS_Kerst says:
::follows::

CTO_Krez says:
::Heads back to Bridge via the TL::

EO_Tellak says:
::shakes his head as he can't find anything yet::

CSOKroven says:
::goes to door that CO+ just went down, draws disruptor and gets behind a box in case of a trap::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
Scenery:  The room has some equipment which looks like it could generate power.  There is a console at one corner of the room that looks damaged.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Scans room::

CEO_Soral says:
::keeps footsteps light as to make as little noise as possible::

CTO_Krez says:
@::Arrives on Bridge and resumes his postion at Tactical:: XO/T'Keer: The Cloaking Device remains in full, operational condition.

Host CO_Reval says:
::goes to the damaged console::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Acknowledged.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
Scenery:  There is a camera pointed directly at the console, but it is not moving and doesn't even appear to be on.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Follows CO:

Host CO_Reval says:
::sees the camera, and stops::

CEO_Soral says:
::stays just inside the doorway, observing the room::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: We could shot it?

T`keer says:
@CTO: Sufficient.  ::nods and resumes his near motionless observation of the viewscreen::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: we could use are cloaks, if that is a security devise, we shoul dbe able to work around it.

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  Report on the computer.

Host CO_Reval says:
OPS: That's what I was about to suggest.  Activate yours, and assess the damage to the console

CSOKroven says:
::reads inscription on the side of the box he is next to::

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: Nothing we haven't gotten on this PADD yet sir

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: Apparently the download was full

OPS_Kerst says:
::Activates cloak, walks over to consule, ans acees damage::

CSOKroven says:
EO: be careful not to set off any alarms!

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  A ship, Romulan in origin, but not quite like anything on record, decloaks fairly close to the Cutlass.

EO_Tellak says:
CSO: Aye

SO-Talac says:
@XO: Romulan ship Sir

CSOKroven says:
::walks over to console::

T`keer says:
@CTO: Identify the vessel.

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: It's a trap, sir.. I know it...

FCOTorvec says:
EO: Can we at least read the data with a tricorder if not download it?

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Let's keep calm.

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: Yes

CSOKroven says:
::scansthe metal around this room::

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  Proceed.

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: I said that before, go ahead, personally, I prefer getting every tidbit here though

EO_Tellak says:
::sighs:: FCO: Aye sir

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: its been damaged, we should see if CEO or EO can fix it to restore power.

EO_Tellak says:
::gets out a tricorder and accesses the computer::

Host CO_Reval says:
::watches the camera::

CSOKroven says:
::cross references it hoping the Cutlass can transport through it::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: that might also help cover our precence if that romulan was coming to fix it.

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  ID that ship discretely.

CEO_Soral says:
::steps around to the side of the room, stays out of the camera's view::

Host CO_Reval says:
::nods::  CEO: Can you fix it?

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  Are you alright?  You seem a little stressed.

CEO_Soral says:
CO: I can try

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: Doesn't match anything in Starfleet's databanks... It's small, heavily armed with tremendous thrust capabilities.... they don't seem to be aware of our presence....

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: I'm fine

XO_Cain says:
@T'Keer:  any thoughts?

CTO_Krez says:
@T'Keer: Perhaps you can give us more information....  Perhaps they are friends of yours?

CSOKroven says:
::looks up checking for survaillance devices in this room::

T`keer says:
@XO: If they have the ability to detect us through the cloa, we should withdraw.

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  Any useful data so far?

CNS_Teaa says:
CO: if there is a camera on the computer, chances are that someone in watching it for a reason, you think?:

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: none

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: We might be able to find some if we used the computer itself though

CEO_Soral says:
::activates cloak, goes to the console and pulls off a panel::

SO-Talac says:
@XO: We still do not have a lock on our AT Sir!

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: It contains feedback patterns and everything which could be useful

OPS_Kerst says:
:: steps out of camera view, deactivates cloak::

XO_Cain says:
@T'Keer:  If they have that ability, i would think they would have let us know by now.  Are you telling me you dont have any idea what kind of ship it is?

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  Keep trying.

CSOKroven says:
::checks display on console::

T`keer says:
@SO: That will not be of consequence if they can penetrate the cloak.

SO-Talac says:
@XO: Aye Sir

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: It takes extra time to grab that information with a tricorder, time I don't think we have much of

Host CO_Reval says:
OPS: Go see if the crates up there contain any tools that may help the CEO

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Kerst says:
::Heads back to cave::

SO-Talac says:
::attempts to boost power to get a better lock on the AT::

CSOKroven says:
::hears someone cominh up, points disruptor::

CEO_Soral says:
::visually asesses the damage, replaces two loosened wires::

OPS_Kerst says:
All; It just me::

CSOKroven says:
::lowers weapon::  OPS: good grielf, you here for something?

OPS_Kerst says:
::heads into cave, looks in boxs for tools::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Gather as much data on that ship as you can.

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  Stand by.  *CO* Anything useful in your area, sir?

CSOKroven says:
::follows OPS::  OPS: report on generators?

T`keer says:
@XO: One can never be entirely certain of the capabilities of any particular vessel.  That vessel however is not entirely dissimilar from the ships used by the rebel group known as the Maquis.

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: Aye, sir... But what I've given you is all I can get.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Gathers tools from boxes, heads back to CEO::

CEO_Soral says:
CO: There's a damaged info-relay in there

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Acknowledged.

Host CO_Reval says:
CEO: Can you fix it?

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: we found a damaged panel, the CEO is working on it. I'm bringing her these tools.

T`keer says:
@XO: Improved weapons, and propulsion systems.  It would make a daunting adversary.

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: Sir?

CEO_Soral says:
CO: I don't have the right tools...

CSOKroven says:
OPS: don't let me keep you

OPS_Kerst says:
::Heads down to CEO::

XO_Cain says:
@T'Keer:  Let us hope we wont have to find out.

FCOTorvec says:
*CO* Do you read me?  EO:  I'm trying to find out if the problem with the computer is somehow linked to the other room.

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO: see if any os these will work.

CSOKroven says:
::leans down and checks boxes for any other useful tools or supplies::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Hands CEO tolls from cave::

CEO_Soral says:
OPS: Oh good. Thank you.

Host CO_Reval says:
*FCO*: We've found what appears to be the power generator, and are attempting to repair it

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  How is that transporter lock coming?

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO: No Problem

CEO_Soral says:
::gets out a tool that looks like it might be useful, attempts to fix the broken relay::

FCOTorvec says:
*CO*Acknowledged.  EO:  Let's hold off on this until they get the generator up.

SO-Talac says:
@XO: No luck Sir I'm detecting large quantities of Neutronium on the planet.

CSOKroven says:
::sifts through boxes::  Self: anything?

EO_Tellak says:
::puts the tricorder down with some force:: FCO: Aye sir

T`keer says:
@XO: If you attempt to use this vessel's transporter, our presence here might be revealed to that ship.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  After a few minutes, the Romulan ships turns around and takes off, re-engaging cloak.

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  Very well, just be ready for an immediate transport if they contact us.

SO-Talac says:
@XO: Aye sir.

CEO_Soral says:
::puts the tool back in the pile, takes another which looks promising::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  As the CEO finishes up, the console beeps to life, and the Camera starts panning around the room.

Host CO_Reval says:
::quickly activates his cloak::

CSOKroven says:
::walks to entrance of cave careful to avoid alarms and sets down a scanner that will set off an alarm with the AT if anyone enters through here::

OPS_Kerst says:
::activates cloak::

CNS_Teaa says:
:: quickly moves out of camera range::

CEO_Soral says:
::gets up, accidentally bumps into the now-cloaked OPS::

SO-Talac says:
@XO:  Sir I have a lock on one of the AT members.

CSOKroven says:
::scans for anyone outside then heads back hearing energy return::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: I wonder if there are any more security stations, other than the one that qppears to be upstairs?

Host CO_Reval says:
CEO/OPS: Let's head back up

SO-Talac says:
@XO: Sorry sir now its gone.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Heads back up stairs, deactivates cloak::

CEO_Soral says:
::follows::

Host CO_Reval says:
::deactivates cloak when upstairs::

CSOKroven says:
::enters room::  EO: are sensors up?

OPS_Kerst says:
::goes to computer, attempts to scan base::

EO_Tellak says:
CSO: Yes sir

EO_Tellak says:
CSO: Just came online

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  keep trying.

Host CO_Reval says:
OPS: Report

CSOKroven says:
::heads for console, types in an interface command::

CSOKroven says:
::closes door::

SO-Talac says:
@XO:Aye

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: scanners are back on line, scanning base now sir.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  Most of the rooms in the base are empty.  There seem to be some Romulans resting, and another group of them are in what appears to be a cargo bay, looking over a recent shipment.

CEO_Soral says:
::deactivates cloak and puts the romulan tools on a console::

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: Requesting permission to continue search for computer information

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  Granted.

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: Thank you sir, requesting permission to use direct computer interface

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: there are some personell resting, and some appear to be in a cargo bay looking over some eqiupment.

SO-Talac says:
@::Continues scanning for AT::

T`keer says:
@XO: You should be informed that it is possible the vessel that was here is still here.  It could have cloaked, left the system, and then reentered on a different vector.

FCOTorvec says:
EO: Are you trying to be sarcastic or something.  Do your job and use whatever judgement you deem necessary.

CSOKroven says:
OPS: can we scan what that equipment is?

EO_Tellak says:
::through clenched teeth:: FCO: Yes sir

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: checking...

EO_Tellak says:
::turns around and begins where he left off on the computer::

T`keer says:
@XO: It is what I would have done, though the Tal Shiar would not make the mistake of decloaking to begin with.

CSOKroven says:
CO: that equipment could be suppplies to weapons, let's hope they don't have powerful weapons, too powerful at least!

CTO_Krez says:
@T'Keer: Unlikely unless they spotted us.. and they would more likely have fired upon us if they had... why cloak when you would have to decloak again to fire

Host CO_Reval says:
CSO: They probably do, if they plan on taking on the Romulan military

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: No luck, we will need to get to the cargo bay to scan it.

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: I just wanted to make sure you didn't mind now since you minded before

XO_Cain says:
@T'keer:  If they suspect we are here they may have been trying to get us to reveal our position.  That means they dont know our position so either way we sit and wait.

CSOKroven says:
OPS: what all can we do from here, could we release a gas into the air and knock the romulans out cold?

SO-Talac says:
@XO: Could the Rommulan ship be waiting on cargo from the planet surface?

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO; Checking....

FCOTorvec says:
EO:  I'm just trying to maintain our safety in this hostile territory.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: maybe, but everything needs acces codes, wrong code and the alrm sounds.

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: Sir, I think it more likely that they have seen signs of our AT's activities and left to get reinforcements

T`keer says:
@XO: I have no problem with waiting.  Though we should take into account all variables in this game of...what do you call it?  Ah yes...chess, such a...quaint...game.

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  There are many possibilities, all we can do is contiue our passive scanning if they decloak again.  Let's just keep our cool and wait.

EO_Tellak says:
FCO: I know sir, that's why I asked ::turns around extremely frustrated and continues searching::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO/CO: we can use the scanners, comm, and ground based weapons from this consul.

CTO_Krez says:
@::gives Cain the "I really want to throw him out the airlock" look, but says nothing::

FCOTorvec says:
::Thinks:There's nothing worse than a junior officer with an attitude problem::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  If the AT get's in trouble they will contact us and we will be ready to assist them however needed.

SO-Talac says:
@XO: assuming that the CTO is correct and they are going for reinforcements we should further mask our ship by moving it to one of the polar caps of this planet.

CSOKroven says:
::senses tension between the FCO and EO::  FCO/EO: can we settle this later?

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: I'm just saying that if they return with reinforcement, things will get really hairy very fast... If only there was a way to get a warning to the AT to speed things up as they may have been comprimised

OPS_Kerst says:
::Uses scanners to plot a couse through the base to get to the cargo bay::

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  No.  I want to keep communications and the transporters available and ready.  We will deal with their ship when and if the time comes.

EO_Tellak says:
CSO: It's settled, can you help me here? I think I might have found something

T`keer says:
@SO: With all...due...respect, masking a ship's power signatures in a ploar cap is a well-documented manuever.

CSOKroven says:
::walks up::  EO: what's that?

SO-Talac says:
@XO: I am detecting a scanner at the ATs beam in point sir.

Host CO_Reval says:
AT: Activate cloaks.  We're going to find out what's in that cargo bay

CEO_Soral says:
::does as told::

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  Elaborate.

CSOKroven says:
EO: download any important info. from the computer

EO_Tellak says:
CSO: Some feedback signature which somehow stands out from the others, it's code is different but I can't understand it

EO_Tellak says:
EO: Aye sir

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: I plotting a course that should keep us from running into to many hostils.

CNS_Teaa says:
Activates cloaking device:

Host CO_Reval says:
::activates his cloak::

FCOTorvec says:
::Activates cloak::

EO_Tellak says:
::turns on his cloaking device and quickly downloads the information::

OPS_Kerst says:
::deactivates senosrs along route to cargo bay::

CTO_Krez says:
@ALL: Yes, I am picking it up as well

Host CO_Reval says:
AT: From this point on, there will be no more talking

CSOKroven says:
::activates cloak::

OPS_Kerst says:
::nods, acticates cloak, draws distruypor::

SO-Talac says:
@XO: The scanner was placed by one of our AT members when I was able to get a single lock.  We could send a short message to them through that. maksing it as a Rommulan transmission.

CSOKroven says:
::activates program in tricorder to block sensors::

OPS_Kerst says:
::plants bug in computer room::

Host CO_Reval says:
::heads down the stairs, goes through the second door::

OPS_Kerst says:
::follows::

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  I will keep that in mind if we need to send a message.  Thank you.

CSOKroven says:
::draws disruptor and falls in line::

SO-Talac says:
@XO: yes sir.

EO_Tellak says:
::follows the Captain::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Heads downstairs:,Disruptor in hand::

CEO_Soral says:
::brings up the rear::

Host CO_Reval says:
::follows the route shown on the computer::

CSOKroven says:
::scans for booby traps::

OPS_Kerst says:
::follows behind CO, tries not to bump into him::

EO_Tellak says:
::reviews the information he just downloaded as he draws his disruptor::

FCOTorvec says:
::Taking up the rear.  ::

CSOKroven says:
::detects scanning devices::

Host CO_Reval says:
::enters the already open door to the cargo bay::

CSOKroven says:
::places device on them and disables::

OPS_Kerst says:
::follows::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTIONS:  The Romulans are unaware of the AT's presence, as they are taking an inventory of new supplies.

CNS_Teaa says:
::Peeks into cargo bay door::

EO_Tellak says:
::takes up a position a little towards the side as he enters::

Host CO_Reval says:
::goes behind a large crate, deactivates cloak::

CSOKroven says:
::enters bay and carefully stays low and out of sight::

OPS_Kerst says:
::finds cover behind a crate, turns off cloak::

EO_Tellak says:
::ducks behind a drum containing some type of liquid metal and turns off cloak::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Goes to large crate, crouches down, deactivates cloak::

CSOKroven says:
::tries to listen in on what rommulans are saying and thinking::

OPS_Kerst says:
::tries to overhear romulans::

CEO_Soral says:
::goes to the far side of the cargobay and ducks behind a crate, disengages cloak::

EO_Tellak says:
::sets his disruptor to a realllly high stunn-liek setting::

CNS_Teaa says:
::watches romulans standing near crates::

FCOTorvec says:
::Deactivates cloak next to CNS::

CEO_Soral says:
::can almost hear what the Romulans are saying, tries to get a little closer::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Sets scanner on silent, Scans crate in fron of her::

OPS_Kerst says:
::looks over at CO?:

Host CO_Reval says:
::wonders what a T'kasta is::

CSOKroven says:
::listens in longer hoping to get a hint of the strange word::

OPS_Kerst says:
::wonders what if T"kasta is anything like S car go::

CSOKroven says:
::trains disruptors on wide stun, turns on the Romulans::

EO_Tellak says:
::re-activates his cloak and moves behind a crate closer to the Rommies so he can hear then turns it off::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan> {spoken in Romulan, translated into English for those non-Romulan speaking members of the audience} With this, we'll be able to accomplish our goal in little time at all..

OPS_Kerst says:
::thinks to self, uh oh::

CSOKroven says:
::continues to near romulans::

EO_Tellak says:
::if it's not one race it's another::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  ::nods with a grin::  They will never see it coming.  It will be a great victory for us.

CSOKroven says:
::continues to listen in::

Host CO_Reval says:
::steps out of the shadows::

OPS_Kerst says:
::looks at CO,"?"::

Host CO_Reval says:
All: That's just what I wanted to hear

OPS_Kerst says:
::stands up::

EO_Tellak says:
::stands up as well::

CSOKroven says:
::hears CO, readys to fire::

FCOTorvec says:
::Draws disruptor::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan & 2>  ::quickly turns, disruptors pointed at the leader of the group::

OPS_Kerst says:
all: <in romulan> stand and deleiver, or the devil he may yake ya

CNS_Teaa says:
::Stands points disruptor at nearest Romulan::

CSOKroven says:
::nears Romulans closer, stays behind a box::

Host CO_Reval says:
Rommies: That is, of course, if you will allow us to join you

OPS_Kerst says:
::keeps Dispotor poited at rommies::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2> {still in Romulan}  Who are you?  How did you get here?

OPS_Kerst says:
::"?"

FCOTorvec says:
::Targets the Romulans::

CSOKroven says:
::sees the CO's plan, puts weapon away and de-activates cloak::

EO_Tellak says:
::in Romulan:: ROM: That is not of your concern

OPS_Kerst says:
All; {in romulan}, We heard about you and want to join up.

CSOKroven says:
::walks up next to the CO::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan>  ::looks at the other Romulan, with a confused look::

FCOTorvec says:
::Stands down::

CEO_Soral says:
::moves to stand with the group::

EO_Tellak says:
::pretends to give a nasty look to Kerst::

Host CO_Reval says:
AT: Let our new "friends" see us

OPS_Kerst says:
All {in Romulan} who is in charge here?

FCOTorvec says:
::Walks up to the rest of the group::

CSOKroven says:
::is glad he hide the data they have in a secure file::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  You must leave now.  You are... disrupting our mission.

CSOKroven says:
::walks to the side of the other Romulans::

OPS_Kerst says:
Rom2: What mission?

Host CO_Reval says:
Rommies: We wish to join your mission

OPS_Kerst says:
Rom2: Well speak up we ahven't got a;l day.

Host CO_Reval says:
::gives Kerst a look that distinctly says "shut up"::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  Another Romulan vessel decloaks, different than the first.  It is heavily scanning the planet's surface.

CSOKroven says:
~~~~OPS: QUIET!!!~~~~

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: Sir, another Romulan vessel, off the port bow, sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
::thinks to self, lets just blast them and sort it out later::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Is it the same ship?

SO-Talac says:
@XO: She is scanning the planets surface.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  I don't know what you are talking about.  We were told that we would be alone in this war game..  we are not supposed to have outside interference.

CSOKroven says:
::makes mental note to have CNS review over OPS when we return, he is too high strung::

CSOKroven says:
::game??::

OPS_Kerst says:
::?::

FCOTorvec says:
::What is he talking about?::

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: No sir... it's a different one.  Perhaps the SO's previous thought was right... perhaps they are recieving shipments...

CNS_Teaa says:
::Still pointing disruptor:: Thinks:: Not trusting them::

Host CO_Reval says:
::plays it off::  Rommie: You were mis-informed

Host CO_Reval says:
Rommie: We were sent to join you

SO-Talac says:
@CTO: but whu whould they be scanning the surface?

EO_Tellak says:
::points his disruptor at Rommie2 threatening to fire if he doesn't accept::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Keep me informed.

T`keer says:
@CTO: Is it not just as possible that something is being retrieved from the base?

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The ship above fires at the planet.

OPS_Kerst says:
::keeps disruptir poited at rommies::

CTO_Krez says:
@SO: To see if their shipment is in the right position for transport.

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Where did that go?

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  Alarms go off all over the base.

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: SIr, they've fired on the surface!

EO_Tellak says:
::looks around::

OPS_Kerst says:
:: ::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  Romulan: They've found us!

CSOKroven says:
::hears alarms, needs to get back to room::

OPS_Kerst says:
ROM: qickly to your posts, w're under attack.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  From the Cutlass, scans of the recent attack show no physical damage to the base.

SO-Talac says:
@XO: I'm showing they targeted the base, but nothing was damaged.

Host CO_Reval says:
::waits for the Rommie to act::

T`keer says:
@::moves to tactical::  CTO: Standby weapons.

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: It appears that the shields for the base have held, sir.

Host CO_Reval says:
Rommie: We will help, if you want

OPS_Kerst says:
All: Don't just stand there, battle stations.

CTO_Krez says:
::prepares weapons, giving T'Keer a glare that obviously means step back::

CSOKroven says:
::throws OPS a dirty look::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Lowers weapon:;

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  Outside interference in war games results in immediate disqualification.  I do not know where you came from, but you should leave.

T`keer says:
@::stays exactly where he is::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan>  ::activates the T'ksta, which sends a surge of power throughout the base::

OPS_Kerst says:
Rom2: for the last time we are not outside interference, we are part of your team.

FCOTorvec says:
::I really hope T'Keer didn't drag us all this way to test some special unit of the Tal Shiar::

T`keer says:
@CTO: standby to hail the Romulan ship.  Perhaps my presence will convince them to desist in their attack, at least until we determine their allegiance, then they may destroy it if they wish.

OPS_Kerst says:
::loudly munbles:; buericratic cockup.

CTO_Krez says:
@::looks to XO, but prepares the commands::

XO_Cain says:
@CTO: Belay that order.  We will not move from our position until I deem nesecary.

CNS_Teaa says:
:: Wonders what the power surge is doing::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The Cutlass sees a very powerful burst of energy fired from the planetary base to the ship in orbit.  The ship, although without any damage, appears to be dead in space after the blast.

EO_Tellak says:
::runs to the CO:: CO: I think we'd better use force

SO-Talac says:
@::looks a view screen with great amaizment::

CSOKroven says:
::glares at OPS::  ~~~~OPS: the situation is tense enough, keep quiet and go along with the CO~~~~

T`keer says:
@XO: I certainly hope countermanding that order was worth such an outburst.  I do not take such things well.

OPS_Kerst says:
Rom2: report, what was the effect?

CTO_Krez says:
@XO: Sir... the other ship has been hit and appears to be dead in space.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulans>  ::ignoring the strangers, very fearful of their presence::

CSOKroven says:
::has good idea what is happening::

FCOTorvec says:
OPS:  Will you please stop barking out orders!

SO-Talac says:
@::Scans planet for the energy source::

T`keer says:
@All: A rather impressive display.

CSOKroven says:
::will note OPS's behavior in log and file a complaint::

EO_Tellak says:
::whispers:: CO: Or at least frighten them into letting us "join" them

XO_Cain says:
@CTO:  Acknowledged.

Host CO_Reval says:
Rommies: Tell me about this T'ksta...

T`keer says:
@SO: Survivors aboard the damaged vessel?

OPS_Kerst says:
::looks to CO, "?"::

CEO_Soral says:
::dislikes the OPS's behavior::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan>  ::looks at a console that looks somewhat newer than the rest of the equipment there::  It looks like we hit them!  Ha!  They never saw it coming!

Host CO_Reval says:
Rommies: It seems to be a very powerful weapon

SO-Talac says:
@::Scans Disabled Rom ship for survivors::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  Does that mean we win?

EO_Tellak says:
::sighs and turns keeping hsi disruptor ready::

SO-Talac says:
@XO: Sir everyone on the Rom ship are alive, but the sip is dead in space.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan>  They have to acknowledge defeat..  ::awaits the incoming transmission::

T`keer says:
@SO: An impressive display indeed.

CNS_Teaa says:
:: walks over to OPS Kerst< touches arm: whispers, to keep temper in check ..for now.

Host CO_Reval says:
::walks over to the Romulans::

SO-Talac says:
@XO: The only thing thats still operational is life support.

CTO_Krez says:
@T'Keer: you obviously know something we do not.

XO_Cain says:
@SO: Acknowledged

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  A message comes in through some newer equipment.  Spoken in Romulan, it says:  "I am impressed.  I did not believe you were that resourceful.  Congratulations.  Shall we meet again next year?"

T`keer says:
@CTO: That much has never been in doubt.

CSOKroven says:
::reads message, gets rather angry, doesn't show it::

EO_Tellak says:
::drops his disruptor::

Host CO_Reval says:
AT: Looks like we weren't needed after all.  Everyone out

OPS_Kerst says:
::replaces disruptor::

Host CO_Reval says:
::runs for the exit::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Looks at CO:

OPS_Kerst says:
::follows::

CEO_Soral says:
::doesn't waste any time heading out the door::

CNS_Teaa says:
:: follows to exit::

Host CO_Reval says:
::casually running::

FCOTorvec says:
::Follows the AT::

CTO_Krez says:
@T'Keer: Your snide comments aside, that lack of knowledge could endanger our crewmates on the planet.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Romulan2>  COMM:  Vessel:  I'm up for it, but I'll have to talk with the rest of my crew.

CSOKroven says:
::sees CO rush out, goes into a full sprint, then slows::

EO_Tellak says:
::tosses his disruptors to the back to distract the Rommies as he runs out::

CSOKroven says:
::cloaks, goes back to full sprint::

Host CO_Reval says:
*XO*: Beam us out of here immediately

T`keer says:
@CTO: Surely you are taught about calculated risks at Starfleet Academy, unless I have overestimated your tactical training requirements.

SO-Talac says:
@XO:Sir I have a lock on the AT.

XO_Cain says:
@SO:  ::nods::  do it.

SO-Talac says:
@::activates transporters::

CSOKroven says:
::rushes through final door and sprints for cave exit::

CTO_Krez says:
@T'Keer: Calculated risks, yes. Uninformed ones when the information is available, No.

CSOKroven says:
::picks up tricorder::

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: Can I take my anger out on T'Keer now?

SO-Talac says:
@::transports AT to Cutlass::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Exiting cave, transports to Cutlass::

OPS_Kerst says:
::wonders about bug he left in computer room::

CSOKroven says:
::materlizes onboard the Cutlass::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
@<Romulan2>  ::looks for his Engineer::

OPS_Kerst says:
::materializes on Cutlass::

EO_Tellak says:
::arrives on the Cutlass::

Host CO_Reval says:
AT: All accounted for?

CSOKroven says:
::enters TL::  TL: bridge

CEO_Soral says:
::breathes a sigh of relief when she sees the familiar surroundings of the TR::

SO-Talac says:
XO: all AT members are now abord the Cutlass.

FCOTorvec says:
::Materializes on the Cutlass::

OPS_Kerst says:
::heads for bridge::

CTO_Krez says:
::pulls himself together and turns to XO:: XO: Sorry for my outburst sir.  It will not happen again.

Host CO_Reval says:
*CO*: Get us out of here

XO_Cain says:
SO: acknowledged.

CSOKroven says:
::enters bridge::  XO: we need to leave the system!!

T`keer says:
CTO: You were given the information we calculated you would need.  Nothing more, nothing less.  ::turns away and moves to the command area::

CNS_Teaa says:
::Stepping from Transporter pad. Letouts a bigh sigh::

Host CO_Reval says:
<*XO*>

Host CO_Reval says:
::goes to the bridge::

EO_Tellak says:
::runs to ME and begins running diagnostics::

CSOKroven says:
::activates scanners and scans, hoping::

XO_Cain says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::sends cutlass barrelling out of the system.

OPS_Kerst says:
::arrives on bridge, heads to station::

CSOKroven says:
::covers warp trail::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<--------------  End Mission ----------------->

